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ILLINOIS CHAPEL CEMETERY
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One of the concerns of small cemetery's todayis!_~~}ut~re ()!~ek~~p~J!bJ:t!i~irl min~ the decision
has been made as of JUNE 12,2008 that there will be a burial plot charge of $250.00 for the new part
of the cemetery.
The old part of ~he cemetery continues to be used for plots that have already been reserved.
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No graves shall be opened without consent of the cemetery board.
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The Illinois Chapel Cemetery Association will require two hundred dollars for each new grave until a
permanent head stone or grave marker is placed.
The deposit will be returned upon proof that a marker is purchased or placed on the grave.
If the family does not provide a permanent marker or evidence of purchase within six months, the
deposit will be used to order a marker.
We also need contributions for the upkeep of your cemetery.
Marking of plots reserved for future use is the responsibility of the person or family reserving them in
order to ensure they are not mistakenly used by others.
A temporary marker (a concrete cone with rebar and initials) should be placed flushed with the
ground level so as not to interfere with mowing of grass.
All plots will be 5' x 12'.
All plots will be in line in new part of cemetery.
There will be 'no improvements made to the Cemetery plot, except the headstone, no fencing around
the plot, no planting of shrubs or perennial flowers. Flowers must be in vases secured on headstone,
except during decoration and two weeks thereafter.
Due to the damage to the cemetery graves and monuments from different backhoe services, the
Cemetery Association will now only permit Luginbuel Funeral Home to open graves. You will need to
contact them if you plan to have a service at the cemetery at the following numbers 479-846-2141 or
479-267-2700. We have been notified that their charges for opening adult graves are $350.00.

Cemetery Board:
Coy McKee

James Bryan

11575 S. Hwy 265

12075 Ten High Gun Club WC 207

Phone 846-2641

Phone 846-3011

Jerry McKee

Joe Griffin

10150 S. Garland McKee WC 257

12437 Bulter RD WC22

Phone 846-3598

Phone 846-2993

